- Please inspect box contents to ensure you have received all components.
- For best results, assemble on flat ground.
- Keep small parts such as clip pieces and screws out of the reach of children.

### Installation Steps:

1. Screw in each Wheels (E) into the bottom of each Lower Post (C), turn each wheel clock-wise until in desired location. **NOTE:** Your unit also comes with base levelers you can use in place of the wheels to increase weight capacity.

2. On each Post, snap the two halves of the Clip Sleeves (D) at the desired level with the arrow pointing up. Make sure that the heights are identical for each post. **NOTE:** Please follow the directional arrow when placing the clip sleeves.

3. Hold shelf sideways - slide Post with attached Clip Sleeves through the bottom of the shelf until the shelf collar fastens over the Clip Sleeves. Repeat for other three corners of the shelf.

4. Position the unit upright after all four posts are in place, use a rubber mallet to tap each corner of the shelf into position, or firmly push shelves into place.

5. Screw the Upper Post (B) into the Lower Post (C) tightly by inserting threaded end of the Upper Post into the open end of the Lower Post.

6. Repeat the above steps to assemble other wire shelves (A) one by one.